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Abstract. The Rough Set Theory is a common methodology to discover hidden patterns in data. Most software systems and libraries using
methods of that theory originated in the mid 1990s and suffer from timeconsuming operations or high communication costs. Today on the other
hand there is a perceptible trend for in-database analytics allowing ondemand decision support. While data processing and predictive models
remain in one system, data movement is eliminated and latency is reduced. In this paper we contribute to this trend by computing traditional
rough sets solely inside relational databases. As such we leverage the efficient data structures and algorithms provided by that systems. Thereby
we introduce a baseline framework for in-database mining supported by
Rough Set Theory. Immediately, it can be utilized for common discovery tasks such as feature selection or reasoning under uncertainty and is
applicable to most conventional databases as our experiments indicate.
Keywords: concept approximation, in-database analytics, knowledge
discovery in databases, relational algebra, relational database systems,
rough set theory
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Introduction

Over the past decades, the huge quantities of data accumulating as a part of
business operations or scientific research raised the necessity for managing and
analyzing them effectively. As a result, Rough Set Theory (RST) became subject to these interdisciplinary areas as reliable instrument of extracting hidden
knowledge from data. That trend is visible in the versatile existence of rough setbased software libraries and tools interfacing data from flat files [1–4]. The design
of such libraries and tools, however, suffers when applying them to real-world
data sets due to resource and time-consuming file operations. To overcome this
technological drawback, researchers have made the effort to build more scalable
rough set systems by utilizing relational databases which provide very efficient
structures and algorithms designed to handle huge amounts of information [5–9].
Copyright c 2015 by the papers authors. Copying permitted only for private and
academic purposes. In: R. Bergmann, S. Görg, G. Müller (Eds.): Proceedings of
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However, the exploitation of database technology can be further extended. One
can assess these relational systems to be expandable platforms capable of solving complex mining tasks independently. This design principle has been broadly
established under the term in-database analytics [10]. It provides essential benefits, because hidden knowledge is stored in relational repositories predominantly
either given through transactional data or warehouses. Thus, pattern extraction
can be applied in a more data-centric fashion. As such, data transports to external mining frameworks are minimized and processing time can be reduced to a
large extend. That given, one can observe database manufacturers continiously
expand their engines for analytical models1 such as association rule mining or
data classification.
A full integration of rough sets inside relational systems is most favorable
where both processing and data movement is costly. Unfortunately in-database
processing and related applications are only covered partially in existing RST
literature. Few practical attempts have been made to express the fundamental
concept approximation based on existing database operations. In this paper we
concentrate on that gap and present a concrete model to calculate rough sets inside relational databases. We redefine the traditional concept approximation and
compute it by utilizing extended relational algebra. This model can be translated
to various SQL dialects and thus enriches most conventional database systems.
In line with ordinary RST our proposed model can be applied to common mining
problems such as dimensionality reduction, pattern extraction or classification.
Instrumenting SQL and its extensions enable us to cover further steps in the
classic knowledge discovery process implicitly including selection and preprocessing. Combined, we obtain a baseline toolkit for in-database mining which
relies on rough set methodology and database operations. It is natively applicable without the use of external software logic at low communication costs.
Additionally, relational database engines have been significantly improved over
the last decades, implementing both a high degree of parallelism for queries and
physical operations based on hash algorithms which is a major factor for the
efficiency of our model.
The remainder is structured as follows: First we present important aspects of
the RST (Section 2). In Section 3 we review ideas and prototypes developed by
other authors. Section 4 restructures the concept approximation. The resulting
propositions are utilized to build a model based on database operations in Section
5. Then we briefly demonstrate how our model scales (Section 6). Based on that,
we present future work (Section 7) and conclude in Section 8.

2

Rough Set Preliminaries

Proposed in the early 1980s by Zdzislaw Pawlak [11, 12], RST is a mathematical framework to analyze data under vagueness and uncertainty. In this section
1

see Data Mining Extensions for Microsoft SQL Server: https://msdn.microsoft.
com/en-us/library/ms132058.aspx (June, 2015) or Oracle Advanced Analytics:
http://oracle.com/technetwork/database/options/advanced-analytics (June,
2015)
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we outline principles of that theory: the basic data structures including the
indiscernibility relation (Section 2.1) and the illustration of the concept approximation (Section 2.2).
2.1

Information Systems and Object Indiscernibility

Information in RST is structured in an Information System (IS) [13], i.e. a data
table consisting of objects and attributes. Such an IS can thus be expressed in
a tuple A = hU, Ai, where the universe of discourse U = {x1 , ..., xn }, n ∈ N,
is a set of objects characterized by the feature set A = {a1 , ..., am }, m ∈ N,
such that a : U → Va , ∀a ∈ A, where Va represents the value range of attribute
a. An extension to an IS is the Decision System (DS). A DS even holds a set
of attributes where some context-specific decision is represented. It consists of
common condition features A and the decision attributes di ∈ D with di : U →
Vdi , 1 ≤ i ≤ |D| and A ∩ D = ∅. A DS is denoted by AD = hU, A, Di. If we have
for any a ∈ A ∪ D : a(x) =⊥, i.e. a missing value, the underlying structure is
called incomplete, otherwise we call it complete.
The indiscernibility relation classifies objects based on their characteristics.
Formally, it is a parametrizable equivalence relation with respect to a specified
attribute set and can be defined as follows: Let be an IS A = hU, Ai, B ⊆ A, then
the indiscernibility relation IN DA (B) = {(x, y) ∈ U2 | a(x) = a(y), ∀a ∈ B}
induces a partition U/IN DA (B) = {K1 , ..., Kp }, p ∈ N of disjoint equivalence
classes over U with respect to B. Out of convenience we write IN DB or U/B to
indicate the resulting partition.
2.2

Concept Approximation

To describe or predict an ordinary set of objects in the universe, RST provides an
approximation of that target concept applying the indiscernibility relation. Let
be A = hU, Ai, B ⊆ A and a concept X ⊆ U. Then, the B-lower approximation
of the concept X can be specified through
S
(1)
X B = {K ∈ IN DB | K ⊆ X}
while the B-upper approximation of X is defined as
S
X B = {K ∈ IN DB | K ∩ X 6= ∅} .

(2)

Traditionally, (1) and (2) can be expressed in a tuple hX B , X B i, i.e. the rough set
approximation of X with respect to the knowledge in B. In a rough set, we can
assert objects in X B to be fully or partly contained in X, while objects in X B
can be determined to be surely in the concept. Hence, there may be equivalence
classes which describe X only in an uncertain fashion. This constitutes the Bboundary X B = X B − X B . Depending on the characteristics of X B we get
an indication of the roughness of hX B , X B i. For X B = ∅, we can classify X
decisively, while for X B 6= ∅, the information in B appears to be insufficient to
describe X properly. The latter leads to an inconsistency in the data. The rest
of objects not involved in hX B , X B i seems to be unimportant and thus can be
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disregarded. This set is called B-outside region and is the relative complement
of X B with respect to U, i.e. U − X B .
When we are focused in approximating all available concepts induced by
the decision attributes, RST provides general notations consequently. Let be
AD = hU, A, Di and B ⊆ A, E ⊆ D, then all decision classes induced by IN DE
can be expressed and analyzed by two sets, i.e. the B-positive region denoted as
S
(3)
P OSB (E) = X∈IN DE X B
and the B-boundary region
BN DB (E) =

S

X∈IN DE

XB .

(4)

For P OSB (E) and BN DB (E) we get a complete indication whether the expressiveness of attributes B is sufficient in order to classify objects well in terms of
the decisions given in E. Based on that, the concept approximation is suitable
for a varity of data mining problems. Among others, it can be applied to quantify imprecision, rule induction or feature dependency analysis including core
and reduct computation for dimensionality reduction [12].

3

Related Work

The amount of existing RST literature intersecting with databases theory increased continuously since the beginning. In this section we outline the most
relevant concepts and systems introduced by other authors.
One of the first systems combining RST with database systems was introduced in [5]. The presented approach exploits database potentials only partially,
because used SQL commands are embedded inside external programming logic.
Porting this sort-based implementation for in-database applications implies the
usage of procedural structures such as cursors, which is not favorable in processing enormous data. In [14], the authors modify relational algebra to calculate
the concept approximation. Database internals need to be touched and hence a
general employment is not given. The approaches in [6, 7] utilize efficient relational algebra for feature selection. The algorithms omit the usage of the concept
approximation by other elaborated rough set properties. This factor limits the
application to dimension reduction only. Sun et al. calculate rough sets based
on extended equivalence matrices inside databases [9]. Once data is transformed
into that matrix structure, the proposed methods apply but rely on procedural
logic rather than scalable database operations. The work of Nguyen aims for a
reduction of huge data loads in the knowledge discovery process [15]. Therefore
appropriate methods are introduced using simpler SQL queries to minimize traffic in client-server architectures. The software design follows to the one in [5]. In
[8], Chan transforms RST into a multiset decision table which allows to calculate the concept approximation with database queries. The initial construction
of such a data table relies on the execution of dynamic queries, helper tables and
row-by-row updates as stated in [16] and thus depends on inefficient preprocessing. The work of Naouali et al. implements α-RST in data warehouse environments [17]. The algorithm relies on iterative processing and insert commands to
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determine the final classification. Details about its efficiency are not presented.
Another model is known as rough relational database [18]. These systems base
on multi-valued relations designed to query data under uncertainty. Over the
years, specific operations and properties of this theoretic model have been further extended. The authors in [19] try to port the rough relational data model
to mature database systems. Details of migrating its algebra are not reported.
Infobright is another database system that focuses on fast data processing towards ad-hoc querying [20]. This is achieve by a novel data retrieval strategy
based on compression and inspired by RST. Data is organized underneath the
knowledge grid. It is used to get estimated query results rather than seeking
costly information from disk, which is valid to some domain of interest.
Most discussed approaches utilize inefficient procedural structures, external
programs or leverage relational operations for very specific subjects. In contrast,
we make use of existing, reliable and highly optimized database operations to
compute the concept approximation not employing further procedural mechanisms. With this, we stretch the applicability of independent databases to a
broader range of rough set mining problems.

4

Redefining the Concept Approximation

This section points out the formal ideas of transforming Pawlak’s concept approximation to relational database systems by introducing a mapping of (1) and
(2) to rewritten set-oriented expressions. Those propositions can then be applied
to database algebra easily and enable us to transport both, the positive region
and the boundary region in addition. We also show that these redefinings are no
extensions to the traditional model, but equivalent terms.
Explained in Section 2.2, a rough set hX B , X B i can typically be extracted
from a concept X ⊆ U of an IS A = hU, Ai on a specific attribute set B ⊆ A,
while the classification of each object is based on the induced partition U/B. At
this point, we make use of X/B := X/IN DA (B) = {H1 , ..., Hq }, q ∈ N, restructuring the concept approximation of X. Thus, we can deduce two relationships
between classes H ∈ X/B and K ∈ U/B: H ∩ K 6= ∅, H ∩ K = ∅. This basic
idea leads to two propositions, which we discuss in the remainder of this section:
S
X B = {H ∈ U/B | H ∈ X/B}
(5)
Proof. Considering the classes H ∈ X/B, the following two cases are of interest
to form the B-lower approximation: (a) ∃K ∈ U/B : K = H ⊆ X and (b)
∃K ∈ U/B : K 6= H and K ∩ H 6= ∅. Case (b) implies ∃z ∈ K : z ∈
/ X
and thus K * X. As a result, only classes K = H are relevant. Likewise, (1)
only contains objects of classes K ∈ U/B, where K ⊆ X. We consider X/B
that induces classes H ∈ U/B and H 0 ∈
/ U/B, because X ⊆ U. Combined, we
immediately get to (5).
t
u
XB =

S
{K ∈ U/B | ∃H ∈ X/B : H ⊆ K}
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(6)

Proof. On the one hand, the partition X/B can only produce equivalence classes
H, H 0 ⊆ X which satisfy H ∈ U/B and H 0 ∈
/ U/B. Obviously, those H are members of the B-lower approximation, whereas each class H 0 has a matching partner
class K with H 0 ⊂ K ∈ U/B which build the B-boundary approximation. With
these classes H, K, we directly receive: X B = X B ∪ X B . On the other hand,
X B holds objects of classes K ∈ U/B with K ∩ X 6= ∅ (see (2)), i.e. each class
K ∈ X/B and K ⊃ H ∈ X/B. This is proposed by (6).
t
u
Up to this point, the B-boundary approximation and the B-outside region
remain untouched for further restructuring since both sets build on the B-lower
and B-upper approximation. They have the same validity to the propositions in
(5) and (6) as to the classical rough set model.

5
5.1

Combining RST and Database Systems
Information Systems and Database Tables

The IS is a specific way to organize data, similar to a data table in relational
database terms. But there are essential differences in their scientific scopes [13].
While an IS is used to discover patterns in a snapshot fashion, the philosophy of
databases concerns with long term data storing and retrieval respectively [21].
However, we try to overcome these gaps by simply assembling an IS or DS to
the relational database domain considering the following: Let be AD = hU, A, Di
with the universe U = {x1 , ..., xn }, n ∈ N, the features A = {a1 , ..., am }, m ∈ N
and the decision D = {d1 , ..., dp }, p ∈ N, then we use the traditional notation of
a (m + p)-ary database relation R ⊆ Va1 × ... × Vam × Vd1 × ... × Vdp , where Vai
and Vdj are the attribute domains of ai , dj , 1 ≤ i, j, ≤ m, p.
In database theory, the order of attributes in a relation schema has significance to both semantics and operations. With this we simplify the employment
of attributes to finite sets and write A = {a1 , ..., aq }, q ∈ N for the ordered
appearance in relation R. We notate RA as shortform or RA+D to identify a
decision table. Furthermore modern databases permits duplicated tuples within
its relational structure. We adopt this rudiment with practical relevance and
designate these types of relations as database relation or data table respectively.
5.2

Indiscernibility and Relational Operations

Inspired by [5–7], we make use of extended relational algebra to calculate the
partition of the indiscernibility relation. Using the projection operation πB (RA )
allows to project tuples t ∈ RA to a specified feature subset B ⊆ A while
eliminating duplicates. Thus, we get each class represented by a proxy tuple
with schema B. A column reduction without duplicate elimination is indicated
+
by πB
(RA ). Additionally, we introduce the selection operation σφ (RA ) with filter
property φ and output schema A. Given a geometric repository RA+D (see Figure
1), we may query objects x ∈ RA+D that are colored red by σx.color=red (RA+D ).
Most relational database systems provide an extension to πB (RA ), i.e. the
grouping operator γ. It groups tuples of a relation RA if they share identical values entirely over an specified attribute set G ⊆ A, i.e. the grouping attributes.
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Each group is only represented once in the resulting relation through a proxy
tuple (see π-operator). In addition, γ can be enriched with aggregation functions f1 , ..., fn that may be applied to each group during the grouping phase.
Generally, this operation can be defined by γF ;G;B (RA ), where B are the output
features with B ⊆ G ⊆ A and F = {f1 , ..., fn }, n ∈ N0 . For our purpose we
simply count the number of members in each single group (class) of RA , i.e. the
cardinality expressed by the aggregate count(∗), and include it as new feature.
Consolidated, we make use of the following notation
G
IB
(RA ) := ρcard←count(∗) (γ{count(∗)};G;B (RA ))

(7)

where ρb←a (RA ) is the renaming operation of an arbitrary attribute a ∈ A
B
to its new name b in table RA . Then IB
(RA ) is supposed to be noted as our
compressed multiset representation of a given database table RA considering
feature set B ⊆ A. An illustration of this composed operation and its parallels
to the RST is depicted in Figure 1 with A = {shape, color}, D = {d} and B = A.

-
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Fig. 1. Mapping the object indiscernibility to relational data tables

5.3

Mapping the Concept Approximation

In practice, the extraction process of a single target concept may vary dependent
on domain and underlying data model. In most cases an ordinary target concept
can be modelled through decision attributes, i.e. a decision table. However there
might be domains of interest, where the concept is located outside the original data table. Especially, this is the case in highly normalized environments.
We support both approaches within the boundaries of the relational model. As
simplification we assume the target concept CA and the original data collection
RA to be given through either adequate relational operations or their native
existence in a relation where CA is a subset of RA .
Taking this and the previous sections into account, we are now able to demonstrate the classical concept approximation in terms of relational algebra and its
extensions: Let be RA representing the universe and CA our target concept to
be examined with the feature subset B ⊆ A, then the B-lower approximation of
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the concept can be expressed by
B
B
LB (RA , CA ) := IB
(CA ) ∩ IB
(RA ) .

(8)

Initially, (8) establishes the partition for CA and RA independently. The intersection then only holds those kinds of equivalence classes included with their full
cardinality in both induced partitions, i.e. the B-lower approximation in terms
of the RST (see (5)). The B-upper approxiation contains all equivalence classes
associated with the target concept. Thus, we simply can extract one representative of these classes from the induced partition of CA applying the information
in B. However, this information is not sufficient to get the correct cardinality of
those classes involved. Hence we must consider the data space of RA in order to
find the number of all equivalences. That methodology can be expressed through
UB (RA , CA ) := πB (CA )

B
IB
(RA )

(9)

is the natural join operator, assembling two data tables SG , TH
whereas
to a new relation R such that s.b = t.b for all tuples s ∈ SG , t ∈ TH and
attributes b ∈ G ∩ H. Note, R consists of all attributes in G, H, where overlapping attributes are shown only once. As a result, we get all equivalence classes
with their cardinality, involved in the B-upper approximation (see (6)). Classically, the B-boundary consists of objects located in the set-difference of B-upper
and B-lower approximation. Because of the structural unity of LB (RA , CA ) and
UB (RA , CA ), it can be expressed by
BB (RA , CA ) := UB (RA , CA ) − LB (RA , CA ) .

(10)

Equivalence classes outside the concept approximation can be found when searching for tuples not included in the B-upper approximation. With the support of
B
(RA ) and UB (RA , CA ), we therefore get the B-outside region
both IB
B
OB (RA , CA ) := IB
(RA ) − UB (RA , CA ) .

(11)

In order to present an equivalent relational mapping of (3) and (4), we first
have to look at a methodology that allows us to query each target concept
separately. Within a decision table RA+D , let us assume the partition induced
by the information in E ⊆ D consists of n decision class. For each of these classes
we can find an appropriate condition φi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n that assists in extracting
φi
the associate tuples t ∈ RA+D belonging to each concept CA
. One can simply
think of a walk through πE (RA+D ). In the i-th iteration we fetch the decision
values, say v1 , ...,
Vvm , for the corresponding features in E = {d1 , ...dm }, m ∈ N
and build φi = 1≤j≤m t.dj = vj . Thus, we have access to each decision class
φi
+
CA
= πA
(σφi (RA+D )) produced by E. With this idea in mind and supported
by (8) we are now able to introduce the B-positive region: In a decision table
RA+D and B ⊆ A, E ⊆ D, the B-positive region is the union of all B-lower
approximations induced by the attributes in E. Those concepts can be retrieved
φi
by CA
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n where n is the cardinality of πE (RA+D ). As a consequence we
get to
φ1
φn
LB (RA+D , CA
) ∪ ... ∪ LB (RA+D , CA
)
(12)
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which can be rewritten as
S

i=1,...,n

φi
B
B
IB
(CA
) ∩ IB
(RA+D )

(13)

such that we finally have the B-positive region in relational terms defined over
a decision table
B+E
B
LE
(RA+D )) ∩ IB
(RA+D )
B (RA+D ) := πB 0 (IB

(14)

with B 0 = {card, b1 , ..., bk }, bj ∈ B, 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Likewise, the B-boundary region
φ1
φn
consists of tuples in UB (RA+D , CA
)∪...∪UB (RA+D , CA
) but not in LE
B (RA+D ),
φi
where CA , 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∈ N are the separated target concepts induced by E. Hence,
we can query these through
S
φi
E
(15)
i=1,...,n UB (RA+D , CA ) − LB (RA+D )
which is equivalent to
B+E
B
B
IB
(RA+D ) − (πB 0 (IB
(RA+D )) ∩ IB
(RA+D ))

(16)

in a complete decision table and immediately come to our definition of the Bboundary region
B+E
E
B
BB
(RA+D ) := IB
(RA+D ) − πB 0 (IB
(RA+D ))

(17)

where B 0 = {card, b1 , ..., bk }, bj ∈ B, 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Denote, we directly deduced
E
LE
B (RA+D ) and BB (RA+D ) from (8) and (9). For practical reasons, further simplification can be applied by removing the π-operator. One may verify, this
change still preserves the exact same result set, because both expressions rely
B
(RA+D ) initially.
on IB

6

Experimental Results

In this section, we present the initial experimental results applying the concluded
expressions from Section 5.3 to some well-known data sets and two database
systems. The objective of this experiment is to demonstrate the performance of
our model in a conservative test environment not utilizing major optimization
steps such as the application of indices, table partitioning or compression strategies. Thus, we get an impression of how the model behaves natively in different
databases. We chose PostgreSQL (PSQL) and Microsoft SQL Server (MSSQL)
as two prominent engines providing us with the required relational operations.
The hardware profile2 represents a standalone server environment commonly
used in small and medium-sized organizations. Most of our benchmark data sets
are extracted from [22] varying in data types and distribution. Table 1 states further details. Both, PSQL and MSSQL provide similar query plans based on hash
2

OS: Microsoft Windows 2012 R2 (Standard edition x64); DBs: Microsoft SQL Server
2014 (Developer edition 12.0.2, 64-bit), PostgreSQL 9.4 (Compiled by Visual C++
build 1800, 64-bit); Memory: 24 GByte; CPU: 16x2.6 GHz Intel Xeon E312xx (Sandy
Bridge); HDD: 500 GByte
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Table 1. Summarized characteristics of the assessed data sets
Data set

Records

|A| |D|

|IN DA |

HIGGS [24]
11.000.000 28 1 10.721.302
RLCP [25]
5.749.132 11 1
5.749.132
SUSY [24]
5.000.000 18 1
5.000.000
KDD99
4.898.431 41 1
1.074.974
KDD99 M
4.898.431 42 1
1.075.016
PAMAP2 [26] 3.850.505 53 1
3.850.505
Poker Hand
1.025.010 10 1
1.022.771
Covertype [23]
581.012 54 1
581.012
NSL-KDD [27]
148.517 41 1
147.790
Spambase
4.601 57 1
4.207

|IN DD |
2
2
2
23
23
19
10
7
2
2

|CA |
5.829.123
5.728.201
2.712.173
2.807.886
2.807.886
1.125.552
511.308
297.711
71.361
1.810

algorithms which we review briefly to understand the priciples: The initial stage
consists of scanning two input sources from disk followed by hash aggregations.
Finally, both aggregated inputs are fused using the hash join operator. Denote,
a hash aggregation only requires one single scan of the given input to build the
resulting hash table. The hash join relies on a build and probe phase where essentially each of the two incoming inputs is scanned only once. In comparison
to other alternatives, these query plans perform without sorting, but require
memory to build up the hash tables. Once a query runs out of memory, additional buckets are spilled to disk, which was not the case throughout the series
of experiments. Even though both engines share similar algorithms, MSSQL is
capable of running the queries in parallel while PSQL covers single core processing only. In general, we realized a very high CPU usage which is characteristic
for the performance of our model. However we further observed that MSSQL
does not scale well processing KDD99, because it is unable to distribute the
workload evenly to all threads. We relate this issue to the lack of appropriate
statistics in the given raw environment including its data distribution, where
three equivalence classes represent 51% of all records. Therefore, we introduce
a revised version called KDD99 M. In contrast, it holds an additional condition
attribute splitting huge classes into chunks of 50K records. Note, this change
does not influence the approximation, but results in a speed up of 76%. Further
details of the runtime comparison are given in Figure 2. Summarized, we could
achieve reasonable responses without major optimization steps. In particular,
our model scales well appending additional cores in 9 out of 10 tests. Supported
by this characteristic, MSSQL computes most queries within few seconds.

7

Future Work

The evaluation of the previous section shows how our RST model behaves in
a native relational environment. However, further practical experiments are required, which we will address in the near future. In our domain of interest, i.e.
network and data security, we will study classical as well as modern cyber attack scenarios in order to extract significant features of each single attack in
both IPv4 and IPv6 environments. Our model is most suited for that subject,
because it is designed to process huge amounts of data efficiently and can han-
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Fig. 2. Runtime comparison of the proposed rough set model in seconds

dle uncertainty which is required for proper intrusion detection. Additionally, we
will use the outcome of our model to generate precise and characteristic attack
signatures from incoming traffic and construct a rule-based classifier. Enabled by
in-database capabilities, we can compute the resulting decision rules in parallel
and integrate that approach into our existing data store. Hence, we can avoid
huge data transports which is crucial for our near real time system.

8

Conclusion

In the past, the traditional Rough Set Theory has become a very popular framework to analyze and classify data based on equivalence relations. In this work we
presented an approach to transport the concept approximation of that theory to
the domain of relational databases in order to make use of well-established and
efficient algorithms supported by these systems. Our model is defined on complete data tables and compatible with data inconsistencies. The evaluation on
various prominent data sets showed promising results. The queries achieved low
latency along with minor optimization and preprocessing effort. Therefore, we
assume our model is suitable for a wide range of disciplines analyzing data within
its relational sources. That given, we introduced a compact mining toolkit which
is based on rough set methodology and enabled for in-database analytics. Immediately, it can be utilized to efficiently explore data sets, expose decision rules,
identify significant features or data inconsistencies that are common challenges
in the process of knowledge discovery in databases.
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